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The Gas Grabber
Remote Communications
Our moms taught us, it wasn’t nice to brag on
ourselves…….but, I can’t help it!! I want to let all in
the industry know, we have successfully installed
ANOTHER field with 125 wells, 100% wireless
communications, using FREEWAVE RADIOS!!!
With these radios and one cell modem this info can be
transmitted anywhere needed. Let’s think about this…
125 wells.. less than $80.00 per month…. that’s less
than $0.65 per meter/per month!!!!
How would you like to be able to see the tubing and
casing pressure from the comfort of your office? We
can make that happen! By using IO radios, we can be
in and out in a few hours!
No job is to big or to small for us! Let us monitor
your compressor and we will be sure to increase your
production. We also have the ability to host your data
online. I know some of you are saying, “That’s just
what my BOSS needs”. Think about this, if production
increases 25%, He will be more likely to give you a
good raise. Give us a call and let us explain.
The FreeWave Technologies FGR2-IOS 30 volt IO
radio provides outstanding performance and versatility
in wireless transmission of process-control signals. The
FRG2-IOS provides long range, remote control
and monitoring of tanks, lifting stations, pumps,
flow meters, fluid levels, water sources,
temperatures and pressures typical of the oil and
gas industries.
Eliminating the need for signal wire connections at
the master and thereby greatly reducing costs, the
FGR2-IOS can deliver data from remote analog and
digital sensors over a wireless link to a remote terminal
unit (RTU) or programmable logic controller (PLC).

Compressor Monitoring
With the gas prices low, it is very important to ensure
that your compressors are running! We currently monitor
50 compressors for various customers all over the USA
(one even in California)!!! I am VERY proud to say that
MOST of these customers have a 99% run time!!! Now,
ask yourself, does your compressor have a 99% run
time? If the answer is NO, Call R. L. Laughlin & Co.,
Inc., Today!!!
We also offer our customers a 1-800 number to call
(24-7) to check the current status of the compressor!
Have you ever been sitting at the house wondering how
that compressor was running? Now you can find out by
picking up your phone, making a call, and entering you
pass code!

Ask the Experts
If you have a measurement question and don't want
to call, you can log-in to our website, and Ask the
Experts! When we recieve your email, a quick response
will follow! Give it a try!
http://www.rllco.com/?e=1#experts

Online Demos
The time savings and accuracy of electronic
integration are available at R. L. Laughlin and Company.
We now have the ability to demonstrate the LIVE on line!
Everyone knows how hard it is to make time for meetings
and face-to-face demonstrations. We offer you a
demonstration online at your office. Call us!
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